The initial prodrome to bipolar affective disorder: prospective case studies.
The initial prodrome to bipolar disorder has received very little attention to date, with most of the available data only addressing the prodrome to relapse. This study presents several prospective case studies of the initial prodrome to bipolar affective disorder. Three patients are presented who developed bipolar disorder during their treatment at the Personal Assessment and Crisis Evaluation Clinic (PACE). They were prospectively interviewed over a 12-month period using standard clinical research interviews. These patients met the criteria for bipolar disorder by the end of the treatment period. Depressive symptoms were the main reason for their first clinical presentation, with mania developing at a later date. Other comorbidities were observed before they were diagnosed with bipolar disorder. The generalisability of our findings was constrained because of the small sample size. Furthermore, our findings are likely to be influenced by the intake criteria used at PACE, a clinic that primarily aims at identifying patients at risk of psychosis rather than bipolar disorder. Our study provides information about the initial prodrome to bipolar disorder, which has previously been neglected in research studies. We found there were no prodrome features that clearly distinguished between patients who go on to develop bipolar disorder and those who develop schizophrenia. We hope our prospective data will be the starting point for subsequent studies, with the aim of applying these findings to developing suitable preventative interventions for bipolar disorder.